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Abstract. During the last few years, we are witnessing increasing development in the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data. To address increasing workload complexity with better performance and to handle scalability issues of such applications, non-relational (NoSQL) has started taking the place of relational databases. With increasing load, it is challenging to maintain NoSQL’s performance, scalability, and availability without expanding the capacity of hosts and power budget of computing resources [57]. Future scaling of data center capabilities depends on the improvement of server power efficiency [22, 33]. Considering the rise of energy costs and environmental sustainability, we cannot ignore this high energy consumption caused by NoSQL. Despite the increasing popularity and share of NoSQL in the software market, little is still known about its energy footprint. To the best of our knowledge, there are no comprehensive studies that analyze the energy consumption by various modules of NoSQL. This article, therefore, conducts a comprehensive survey on the energy consumption analysis of NoSQL. There are limited proposals to reduce the energy consumption of NoSQL. This paper also provides a brief description of these little efforts on reducing the energy consumption of NoSQL. Based on the review, this paper discusses the research scope and opportunities for researchers to improve the energy conservation of NoSQL systems.
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Acronyms.

ACID Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability
BASE Basically available, soft-state, and Eventually consistent
CPU Central Processing Unit
DRAM Dynamic Random Access Memory
DVFS Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
EC Energy Consumption
EE Energy Efficiency
IoT Internet of Things
LCS Leveled Compaction Strategy
NoSQL Not only SQL (Non-relational Database)
RAPL Running Average Power Limit
RDBMS Relational database management system
SLO Service Level Objective
STCS Size Tiered Compaction Strategy
TPC-H Transaction Processing performance Council
WEC Waiting Energy Consumption
YCSB Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark

1. Introduction. It is not easy to imagine human life without the internet, computers, and mobile applications in this modern era. Online services like e-commerce, online banking, and social networking have become part of our daily routine. Easy access and reducing the cost of internet access have attracted developers to
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expand these services using cloud computing and IoT. With the expansion of such applications wondering across the world today, the complexity and dimensions of data transmitted are growing exponentially with each passing year. For 30 years, database software has advanced to deal with these challenges. NoSQL database covers the shortage of traditional databases [35] while widely used as Big Data storage recently [39]. A wide class of NoSQL databases is available to meet different applications’ requirements. Researchers of NoSQL databases are still struggling to optimize their performance with the increased scalability and complexity of data. Generally, the NoSQL database executes over a distributed cluster system to support horizontal scalability, where the NoSQL database schedules jobs scheduled to different nodes of a given cluster. The designing perspectives of NoSQL databases and relational databases are different. Relational databases are popular for transactional applications, where updates and Delete are the most frequent operations. At the same time, NoSQL databases’ main perspective is handling massive data records and availability. In NoSQL databases, Create and Read operations are most popular, and operations like Update and Delete are replaced through “timestamp” or “data version”.

A study presented in [2] shows past and projected world energy consumption, which highlights a continuous rise in energy consumption. Database, analytics, and IoT will be the fastest-growing applications [1]. Statistics given in [22] tells 71% of data centers are occupied for big data processing. Data centers are known to be energy-hungry infrastructure running internet-based services [12, 64]. The work depicted in the study [26] has also warned about the need to reduce energy consumption at data centers. As a result, there are continuous efforts instituted on hardware-level and operating system-level energy management of data centers [12, 64]. Simple models that work well for hardware may not work well for software [12]. Due to a lack of application information (like resource consumption, data access pattern, etc. [62], the operating system also becomes inadequate to provide a pro-active energy-aware solution. Database workload is different than other workload [44]. In addition, the database is such an exceptional application, which can expose alternate execution plans in advance. It is also reported that power consumption by back-end database services is higher than front-end web services [49]. Power consumption in the database system was evidenced well at all stages of development [3]. Therefore, modern databases are posing high requirements on energy efficiency in addition to other metrics [36].

Many researchers have applied energy-aware processing of relational database systems [29, 19, 51, 23, 32, 31]. Energy consumption of NoSQL database is the average electricity consumed by computing nodes of NoSQL clusters for executing some tasks. Despite the increasing share of NoSQL in the database world, a lack of energy consumption model has been observed. With the growing load on the data center, it is becoming difficult to maintain the NoSQL application’s performance without both increasing the processing capacity of hosts and increasing the power budget of computing resources [57]. Increasing power consumption by NoSQLs and the trend of power economic development shows research direction to analyze and reduce power consumption by NoSQL.

Energy consumption an

The major contribution of this comprehensive survey can be summarized as follow:

- Power distribution among various components of NoSQL servers.
- Classifying ECA of NoSQL databases to its modules like query processing, query optimization, data modeling, and configuration of cache structure, cloud patterns, consistency levels, and latency.
- Study of energy proportionality to understand energy efficiency scope and trade-off requirement.
- Summary of proposed energy conservation techniques.
- Analyze research scope to optimize the energy consumption of NoSQL systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows power distribution among various components like CPU, and memory. It also provides a summary of power monitoring tools used to analyze the energy consumption of NoSQL databases. Section 3 is the heart of the article, which provides a comprehensive survey on energy consumption analysis of various NoSQL functional modules. Section 4 discusses the proportionality study of energy with workload, performance, and latency. It helps to identify trade-off requirements between energy conservation and other metrics. Minimal efforts are found to reduce the NoSQL system’s energy consumption. Section 5 describes these efforts. Based on the review, gaps, challenges, and some directions for research in energy conservation of NoSQL are discussed in section 6, and conclusion in Sect. 7. Fig. 1.1 demonstrates an overview of Energy Consumption Analysis of NoSQL.
2. Power Distribution. Reliable measurement for each component of the system is an essential step toward sustainable energy consumption [11]. It helps to identify where power goes. It helps identify where power goes, and it can be helpful to researchers to identify components with unnecessary power supply and excessive power consumption. Therefore, this section provides a comprehensive survey on power distribution. Energy consumption can be presented as the product of power and execution time.

Fig. 2.1 shows energy consumption by different components of a data center, where the cooling system consumes more energy [12]. In a typical data center server, storage and network devices consume around 40%, 37%, and 23% of the total IT power, respectively [39]. 1 Watt of IT power saving can reduce 2.5 Watt in total power [39]. Data provided by Intel labs in [40], and the energy consumption survey of the data center presented in [12] reveal that a significant fraction of power consumed by a server is accounted for by the CPU, followed by the memory. NoSQL databases primarily use cluster setup. The component-level power distribution of the Cassandra cluster for the read-only and update-only workload is presented in [55, 54], which demonstrates two critical observations: i) In the Idle state, the highest power consumption is of components other than CPU and Memory. ii) The processor package adds the highest power consumption in the Active state. Static and dynamic power consumption analysis of in-memory databases presented in [28] also shows that dynamic power consumption of CPU and memory increases from 18% to 82%, and concludes that processor and memory consume significant energy during execution. Therefore, most NoSQL energy consumption analysis focuses on power consumed by CPU and Memory. Table 2.1 summarizes the components for which energy consumption is measured by literature work related to the energy consumption analysis of NoSQL.

Energy measurement can be done in three ways: i) Hardware-based, ii) Software-based, and iii) Hybrid. Hardware-based energy measurement has disadvantage of expensive and complex setup [11]. Reducing the
energy consumption of the NoSQL database system is a challenging task. The first challenge is to analyze energy consumption by different functional modules of NoSQL systems. Identifying suitable tools to measure the energy consumption of the NoSQL cluster is another challenge. Table 2.2 presents different approaches adopted by researchers to measure the energy consumption of NoSQLs.

Intel’s Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) is a powerful tool that uses a software power model to estimate the energy consumption with the help of hardware performance counters and I/O models. It works for Intel processor architectures of Skylake, Haswell, Sandy Bridge, and Ivy Bridge. It provides accurate energy reading for CPU and RAM [25]. jRAPL is an API in java to monitor the energy consumption using RAPL. PowerAPI uses RAPL counters to provide power consumption information of each socket of the monitored machine [13]. In our literature survey, most articles use RAPL directly or through PowerAPI to measure the energy consumption of CPU and RAM components. To measure the energy consumed by the entire system, different meters like power-meter and Emeter are used in some research. Mahajan et al. have introduced a new API Log_power_to_file, which can measure the power consumed by major components like CPU, Disk, RAM, GPU, and Xeon Phi [36].

It is well said that if you have a hammer, you tend to see every problem as a nail. If one is planning to
optimize the energy consumption of NoSQL, he tends to analyze the energy consumption of any functional module of NoSQL. Every NoSQL system has a different architecture but has a common subset of functional modules. Fig 3.1 shows the essential standard modules of NoSQL, where Data Modeling is the user interface module, and the rest are functional modules. This section presents the energy consumption analysis of various NoSQL modules. Despite being considered as a ‘green system’, NoSQL databases still lack mature solutions to evaluate and reduce Energy Consumption [34]. Only a few studies have analyzed the energy consumption of NoSQL. Table 3.1 presents a summary of our literature survey on energy consumption analysis of various functional modules of NoSQL databases.

There are more than 225 NoSQL databases introduced till now [45]. The webpage describes data model category-wise NoSQL databases. Major categories of NoSQL databases include Key-Value store, Wide column store, Document store, and Graph-based database. Every NoSQL has different architecture and functional modules. But, EC analysis is done on a limited set of NoSQL systems.

Table 3.2 shows a list of NoSQL for which energy consumption analysis is found in our literature survey. MongoDB is an example of a document store, Cassandra and HBase are column-store, Redis and Memcached are Key-Value stores, and Neo4j is a graph-based NoSQL. MongoDB and Cassandra are popular NoSQL for energy consumption analysis. These days many NoSQL databases are in-memory databases. So, this article also discusses the Energy consumption study of in-memory databases. The majority of the database operations...
Table 3.2: Energy Consumption Analysis of NoSQL databases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>MongoDB</th>
<th>Cassandra</th>
<th>HBase</th>
<th>Hive</th>
<th>Neo4j</th>
<th>Redis</th>
<th>Memcached</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[54]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[57]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Energy Consumption Analysis for Query operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>NoSQL</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>MR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hive</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37, 36]</td>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Neo4j</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


are memory-bound and waste computation power [44]. The impact of power management during various functions of the in-memory database on energy efficiency is presented in [28, 44], which is also included in this paper. Detailed energy consumption analysis of various NoSQL functional modules and resource management by in-memory databases are discussed in sub-sections.

3.1. Energy consumption analysis for Query Processing. Query processing is the heart of all database systems. It plays a key role in data analytics required for scientific or business intelligence. Therefore, the majority of energy consumption analysis of NoSQL systems is around query processing, which is presented in Table 3.3. It is infeasible to analyze the processing of each query of different applications. Instead, analysis of the type of queries and query operations would be a better choice. Although, at the initial stage of NoSQL Energy consumption analysis, researchers have started analyzing EC of a list of queries. Analysis of the energy consumption during query processing is presented at [53, 52, 14] for their query list, where [14] monitors EC of queries using aggregate and same queries using map-reduce operations. Similarly, the work represented at [37, 36] shows EC during query processing of some queries with an alternate query. The Energy consumption of Insert, Read, and Update operations for the increasing workload is presented at [18, 55]. Data access with pattern analyzes energy consumption of Insert, Read, and Update operations. The energy consumption of Operations required for query access (Grep, Select), and for analytical access (Aggregate, Join) have been compared for different NoSQLs at [34].
Table 3.4: Expensive Query operations in terms of energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>MongoDB</th>
<th>Cassandra</th>
<th>Redis</th>
<th>Neo4j</th>
<th>HBase</th>
<th>Hive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Map-Reduce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>Insert, Update</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aggregate, Join</td>
<td>Aggregate, Join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Aggregate, Join, Grep</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aggregate, Join, Range Query, Reduce side Join</td>
<td>Aggregate, Join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37, 36]</td>
<td>Update, Aggregate</td>
<td>Insert, Update, Aggregate, Search</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Join, Aggregate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paper has mapped query operations with test queries used in experiments conducted at various research papers. Table 3.3 describes a list of query operations analyzed and the corresponding NoSQL used for analysis. This summary helps researchers to identify further research scope in energy-efficient query processing. It shows the popularity of Insert, Aggregate, and Join operations. MongoDB is one of the widely used NoSQL, which is ensured from usage-based database ranking [24]. It might be an attraction point for more researchers to analyze energy consumption on MongoDB queries. Aggregate, Join, Insert, and Range queries are most popular. There are two groups of the survey found in this domain. One group has compared the impact of query operations on energy consumption by selected NoSQL with a relational database. At the same time, other groups have compared EC of query operations among various NoSQLs only. Both aspects will help find the scope of optimizing query processing of NoSQL in the context of energy consumption. Other perspectives may include a selection of the most energy-efficient NoSQL matching the application need and choosing alternate operations to get the query to execute.

Neo4j (NoSQL) consumes more energy than a relational database, especially for aggregate and join operations [52]. The work presented in [37, 36] reports the impact of query operation on energy consumption for simple dataset YCSB and complex dataset of Twitter. Both NoSQL (Cassandra and MongoDB) are found energy economical in comparison to MySQL for all test queries on YCSB. In contrast, their experiment result on Twitter data varies for different query types. For Insert and Aggregate query on Twitter data, MySQL consumes less energy consumption than both Cassandra and MongoDB. For Update, Delete, and simple Search queries on Twitter data, MongoDB consumes less energy than MySQL. Cassandra is found expensive in terms of energy spent for all types of queries except update queries on Twitter. The work also compares energy consumptions by query processing among different NoSQL databases (MongoDB and Cassandra). The result reveals that MongoDB is economical compared to Cassandra in the context of energy consumption by query processing.

The energy consumption by basic query commands (Insert, Read, Delete) on a different category of NoSQL have been compared in [18]. Cassandra is chosen as a column-oriented data store, MongoDB is taken as a document-oriented data store, and Redis is taken as Key/Value pair. Their result shows Cassandra consumes much more energy for the read operation, while Redis is more expensive at Insert queries. MongoDB consumes more power for the workload (1000 to 10000 operations) of Insert and Update than Redis and Cassandra. With increasing workload, energy consumption by MongoDB is reduced. In MongoDB, aggregate pipeline usage is found economic in both terms of energy and performance in comparison to map-reduce operations [14]. Table 3.4 summarizes the energy consumption analysis of query operations. It highlights query operations for each testbed NoSQL that consume more energy.

3.2. Energy consumption analysis for Query Optimization. Query Optimization is a pivotal component for any efficient database design. A huge amount of queries are executed daily. So, optimizing each
query a little may help to improve the throughput and energy efficiency of a system respectively to a great extent. Unlike other software, a database system is the only software that can explore alternative ways of executing the query. The cost can also be query response time, latency, and energy consumption. Unlike NoSQL, a lot of research is done on optimizing queries to improve the energy efficiency of relational databases. In our information, [4] was the first to propose energy-aware query optimization. Later much other work on energy-aware Query Optimization was discussed for relational databases. [62, 61, 60, 58, 64, 22, 43, 20, 23].

Despite the continuous increasing usage of NoSQL databases, only [37] and its extended article [36] are found in our literature review that studies the impact of query optimization on the energy efficiency of NoSQL. The work depicted in [37, 36] illustrates some well-known basic query optimizations techniques for Cassandra and MongoDB. It also analyzes the impact of query optimization on power, performance, and energy efficiency. They believe that result of query optimization can be any of three or a combination of them: improve performance (Speedup >1), Power saving (PowerUp < 1), or improve energy efficiency (GreepUp > 1). They have tried to analyze four scenarios of GreenUp (Energy efficiency) as described in Table 3.5.

Category 1 is an ideal scenario, where improvement in both performance and power consumption results in energy saving. On another side, due to lack of energy consumption awareness, the 4th category is rarely observed. For MongoDB, their results say that using index fields on predicate for delete and covered query and project phase in aggregate query can help to achieve speedup with power saving. In contrast, sharding on multiple servers can improve performance at the cost of higher power consumption. MongoDB provides options to perform the write operation in bulk, and it can implement the bulk Insert operation either ordered or unordered. The general understanding is that the system implements unordered bulk write in parallel fashion and the ordered write operation in serial. Surprisingly counter-intuitive results that unordered write degrades performance and energy efficiency.

For Cassandra, row caching, LCS for read-heavy queries, and STCS optimizations for Insert-heavy queries also improved both performance and energy efficiency. They conclude that energy efficiency can be improved significantly on both MongoDB and Cassandra without degrading performance, but the improvement rate of energy efficiency is not linearly proportional to the speed of performance improvement. There are also scenarios where query optimization techniques may not be helpful for either performance improvement or energy efficiency improvement. Finally, they conclude three points: i) Query optimization can achieve energy efficiency for Cassandra and MongoDB without compromising performance. ii) Energy optimization is not always linearly proportional to performance optimization. And iii) query optimization techniques may not optimize performance and decrease power all the time.

There is no other work in the literature that explicitly studies the impact of query optimization on energy consumption. Some work compares the energy consumption of queries using alternate ways of processing. Its result analysis can also help to redesign query optimization algorithms of NoSQLs. The work represented in [53], compares the energy consumption of sample queries on MongoDB with and without index. They conclude that the use of indexes helps to reduce energy consumption in most cases. Their other conclusion is application-level joins consume less energy than NoSQL-level joins. The work depicted in [14] describes energy consumption analysis for Insert and TPC-H (1,5,10,15,20) queries with and without index, with map-reduce, and with aggregate pipeline functions on MongoDB document store. Their result shows that the use of the Aggregate pipeline is more effective than the complex map-reduce process, and the use of the index is more effective for most queries with few exceptions like TPC-H query 1.

### Table 3.5: Greepup Scenarios of optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>GreenUp</th>
<th>PowerUp</th>
<th>SpeedUp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt; 1</td>
<td>1 (Power saving)</td>
<td>1 (Improve performance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt; 1</td>
<td>1 (No change in Power)</td>
<td>1 (Improve performance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&gt; 1</td>
<td>1 (Increase Power)</td>
<td>1 (Improve performance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt; 1</td>
<td>1 (Power saving)</td>
<td>1 (Degrade Performance)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Energy consumption analysis of Consistency levels. None other than [17] article from our literature survey analyzing the impact of strong and eventual consistency on energy consumption and concurrency. The experiment comprises of 3 workloads (i) Write intensive (80% write), Read intensive (80% read), and mixed (50% read 50% write) that fully stress memory and exercise hard-disks on a columnar store HBase by applying the semantics of YCSB benchmark. They simulated these three types of workload over two configurations: i) Buffer based to simulate eventual consistency, which is the default configuration in HBase ii) Without Buffer to simulate eventual consistency.

The result reveals that strong consistency costs more in terms of energy on write-intensive workload, and eventual consistency costs more for the read-intensive and mixed workload. Finally, they think that change of request patterns by avoiding requests to unused disks and using caching to save energy consumption.

3.4. Waiting Energy Consumption Analysis. There exists much work analyzing the energy consumption of different software. A novel approach of reducing WEC to reduce energy wastage of NoSQL is proposed in [34]. WEC is one of the factors causing energy wastage due to computer idleness. It defines WEC as the energy wasted when some nodes are in a "passive idle" or "busy idle" state due to waiting for other resources.

The work chose four NoSQL databases (HBase, Cassandra, HadoopDB, and Hive), five types of queries (loading, and 4 query operations like fuzzy search, range search, aggregate, and join) to analyze WEC. The experiment result shows that NoSQL databases using a non-relational data model (like HBase and Cassandra) have high local and network I/O operations. NoSQL databases are I/O intensive, and the performance of the CPU is much higher than I/O operations done by the disk and network card. Hence, the CPU needs to wait for longer and more waiting energy consumption is produced. The paper describes that many NoSQL databases use the Map-Reduce model for query operations (like Selection, Aggregation, and Fuzzy Selection) and explicit use of Map Reduce. The result of the paper reveals that inappropriate Map Reduce can cause poor parallelism and poor synchronization, which generate waiting energy reduction.

One of the solutions to reduce WEC is to shut off idle systems to reduce energy wastage by idle nodes of a database cluster. But, this solution may not work for a NoSQL-like distributed system. Nodes cannot be shut off when they are temporarily idle but waiting for job scheduling, I/O operations, or computational results from other nodes. Hence, they suggest reducing waiting for energy consumption by lowering network I/O, synchronizing CPU and I/O operations, and proper Map-reduce framework selection considering data features.

3.5. Energy consumption analysis of Latency levels. Increasing reliance on the cloud has led to scale-out workloads, which are latency-sensitive. NoSQL servers need massive infrastructures to satisfy latency constraints, which consume more energy [6, 55, 57]. The work represented in [6, 55] describes the power consumption of the Cassandra cluster at 95th and 99th percentile latency for the read-only and write-only workload. Their result shows that read-only workloads need more energy consumption to maintain the 99th percentile compared to the 95th percentile latency, while update-only workloads do not need more energy to satisfy 95th to 99th percentile latency. They have also shown the impact of power provisioning and resource provisioning on energy saving, and their results say that resource provisioning can save more energy than power provisioning.

3.6. Energy consumption analysis of Data Modeling. Data Model provides a database user with a conceptual framework in which developers can specify the database requirements and structure to satisfy these requirements. The Document store NoSQL is one of the most popular NoSQL. It provides flexibility to choose data structures to represent data and their relationships. Parent Embedding, Child Embedding, Parent Referencing, Child Referencing, Two-way Embedding, Two-way Referencing, Bucketing, and De-normalization are primitive data models to specify any database. Data modeling influences query performance, consistency, and maintainability. Despite that, no work analyzes the impact of data modeling and schema design on energy consumption to our best knowledge. Only one work [53] has initiated investigating the effect of adopting these data models to design schema and energy consumption by executing queries on these schemas. Their result conveys some messages: i) There is no schema uniformly performing best for all queries, ii) No schema nor data models are consuming less energy for all queries. They suggest choosing a suitable data model based on required queries.
3.7. Energy consumption analysis of Cloud patterns for Database. With the increasing trend of Internet and Cloud computing, the inclination of many companies is toward cloud-based applications. Relational databases and NoSQL are two well-known database families used as the backbone of these cloud-based applications. Developers prefer to use cloud patterns to configure database systems to benefit from best practices [16]. Despite the wide adaptability of cloud patterns, only one work found in the literature studies the energy consumption of NoSQL while adopting cloud patterns. Therefore, this section discusses analysis done to study the impact of cloud patterns of NoSQL database systems on energy consumption.

The work depicted in [6] presents the impact of energy consumption of three cloud patterns [16]: Local Sharding Based Router, Local Database Proxy, and Priority Message Queue, with three databases: two popular relational databases (PostgreSQL and MySQL), and one NoSQL (MongoDB). In Local Database proxy, data is replication among a master node and the slave nodes, a proxy component route read requests and write requests to appropriate master and slave nodes. NoSQL database system is an excellent example of a distributed system. The majority of the NoSQL database uses the master/slave replication model, where every data chunk has one master copy, and other copies spread to other nodes are known as a slave. When the client requests for reading/write operations, the proxy’s responsibility is to route all write operations to master and read procedures to slaves. With increasing data volume, NoSQL facilitates by splitting the database into multiple databases called shards. There are two well-known methods of sharding applied on shard keys: range-based sharding and hashing-based sharding. The local router routes a request to access the data in the Local Sharding-Based router. Priority Message Queue pattern is known for allowing asynchronous communication between components. It helps to improve the scalability of applications by supporting loosely coupled design. Priority Message Queue generally deals with different types of messages. They report the contrasting result. MongoDB executes faster than MySQL and consumes more energy than MySQL in cloud-based applications designed without adopting cloud patterns. Their results show that different cloud patterns impact relational and NoSQL database systems. Local Database Proxy improves the significant energy efficiency of MySQL while consuming more energy consumption on MongoDB. In adopting the Local Sharding Based Router pattern, the Modulo strategy strongly affects MongoDB, but a small for MySQL. Consistent and Lookup Strategy of Local Sharding Based router.

4. Proportionality and Trade-off. Most research works aim to make execution more and more fast. The fastest response is never the target of any application. Instead, desired performance expectations are specified using response time, latency, or throughput. On another side, Energy conservation is one of the significant research focuses these days. Energy consumption $E$ of a NoSQL cluster of $N$ nodes for the $T$ period can be defined as shown in Eq. 4.1, where $P_i(t)$ is the power consumption of node $i$ at time $t$.

$$E(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \int_{0}^{T} P_i(t) \, dt$$

(4.1)

$$E(T) = P_{avg} \times T$$

(4.2)

The cloud pattern analysis work depicted in [27] describes some essential points: i) Lookup and consistent hashing can improve energy consumption and performance. ii) Modulo algorithm does not improve performance or energy efficiency. iii) The pattern 'Local Database Proxy' can significantly improve the energy efficiency of cloud applications, while the pattern 'Local Sharding- based Router' combined with 'Local Database Proxy' can also improve response time without compromising energy efficiency.

There are two conflicting views showing the relation between energy and performance. One class of researchers believe that energy optimization comes byproduct of performance optimization, and another type of researcher believes that optimizing energy and performance are two conflicting targets. The first case can be verified by analyzing power consumption proportionality with performance measured. If energy is proportional to performance, there are two options to reduce energy consumption: i) Energy optimization as a result of performance optimization e.g. The application should take shortest execution time to achieve highest energy efficiency [11], ii) Select alternate operations that consume less power. Otherwise, a trade-off decision is required. Therefore, this section discusses the energy-performance proportionality study and trade-off analysis on NoSQL systems.
Table 4.1: Summary of Survey on Trade-offs in NoSQL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>NoSQL</th>
<th>Metrics Analyzed for Trade-off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>MongoDB,</td>
<td>Performance (Query Response Time) and Energy Consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>MongoDB,</td>
<td>Performance (Query Response Time) and Energy Consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55, 54]</td>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>Performance (Latency) and Energy Consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>Consistency Level and Energy Consumption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Proportionality. Energy efficiency and Energy proportionality are major concerns today. As a result of researchers’ effort, idle power consumption of database servers is reduced from 50% (in 2010) to 20% (today) of peak power consumption, which shows the trend of energy proportionality [28]. The energy-workload proportionality of Cassandra cluster for read-only workload and update-only workload is presented in [55, 54]. They exhibit poor energy proportionality in both workload types for all components except processor - CPU. CPU component is more energy proportional in read-only workload than update-only workload. The power consumption range for CPU and processor packages is from 30-100% and 55-100% in read-only workload and 78-100% and 82-100% in an update-only workload.

Dynamic power provisioning and resource provisioning are well-known techniques to control power consumption and resource allocation when the system is underloaded. The work also exhibits the impact of power provisioning and resource provisioning on the energy proportionality of the Cassandra cluster, where resource provisioning is much more effective. They have proposed hybrid provisioning (power provisioning and resource provisioning) technique to improve the energy proportionality to the next level.

Heterogeneous consumption of disks and memory instability usually causes power dis-proportionality of storage systems [17]. A comparison of energy consumption and execution time of various query operations is described in [14, 34]. It has observed almost the exact relationship between energy consumption and execution time. For example, HBase and Cassandra consume more energy as well as more execution time than Hive and HadoopDB for Loading, Grep, Selection, Aggregate, and Join operations [34]. Map-Reduce operation consumes more energy as well as execution time than Aggregation [14].

4.2. Trade-off. This section provide comprehensive survey on Trade-off in NoSQL databases. Fig. 4.1 summarize summary of Trade-off analysis done over different NoSQLs. Energy consumption cannot be considered independently of performance delivered by the system as they directly relate to each other [34, 48]. One view is that high performance costs high energy. So, it may be required to compromise performance for reducing energy consumption. Developing software techniques to achieve energy and performance trade-offs is one of the current research trend [8]. SLOs may specify performance requirements to decide the trade-off between performance and energy.

Most database researchers believe that a trade-off between power and performance is inevitable. There is a belief that many scenarios need to be analyzed for NoSQLs to understand the trade-off between energy optimization and performance optimization. The work shown in [36] is only work in our opinion analyzing the trade-off requirement between energy optimization and query optimization for the NoSQL database. They demonstrated a few well-known query optimization approaches on NoSQL databases (Cassandra and MongoDB) to analyze the impact of query optimization on energy optimization and performance optimization. For this, they have evaluated Powerup, SpeedUp, and GreenUp. If all these three conditions satisfy every time, energy optimization comes along with performance optimization. Conversely, if GreenUp and SpeedUp conditions are not satisfied for all scenarios without degrading PowerUp, then the performance optimization and energy optimizations seem two different goals. They showed that energy optimization is neither byproduct nor a conflicting goal of performance optimization in some situations and concluded that energy efficiency does not always scale linearly with performance. Hence, it shows research scope to analyze in detail trade-offs.

Latency SLOs are common these days. Performance targets (Latency SLOs) are typically based on 99th or 95th percentile in place average latency. This type of SLOs provides us an opportunity to trade performance
for power [55]. They have also demonstrated that compromising latency from 99th%-ile to 95th%-ile can also reduce the energy consumption of the Cassandra cluster. This work shows research avenues to make energy proportionality systems as wastage of energy cannot be ignored today, where the use of the energy-hungry technical device is continuously increasing.

Trade-offs between consistency level and energy for HBase NoSQL are analyzed in [17]. Strong consistency has better throughput-energy proportionality for all types of workload. On another side, eventual consistency shows better throughput-energy proportionality for the read-intensive and balanced workload. But, it is not proportional at under-loaded (low throughput). It also offers a trade-off scenario at write workload, where strong(high) consistency results at the cost of spending more energy.

5. Energy Conservation in NoSQL. Reducing the energy consumption of NoSQL or improving the energy efficiency of NoSQL requires proper knowledge of energy consumption by NoSQL. Section 3 describes a little effort on the energy consumption analysis of NoSQL. During the literature survey, only four papers were found that propose techniques to reduce the energy consumption of NoSQL. All these papers touch on different functional modules of NoSQL. It includes optimizing energy proportionality [55], the trade-off between memory performance and power [57], low-power database server for IoT [47], and auto-scaling of virtual data centers [9].

The total system energy of the Cassandra cluster is poorly proportional to workload, especially when the system is underloaded [55]. The work presented in [55] investigates the effect of power management techniques on energy proportionality, where resource provisioning results better compared to power provisioning techniques. To improve energy proportionality to the next level, they have proposed hybrid (resource + power) provisioning and trade latency by considering the difference between measured latency and SLO. The proposed hybrid provisioning with 95%-ile latency delivers the most power-saving (up to 55%).

A hardware-software unified solution offers a trade-off memory performance with power. Lake [57] : a Low Latency, power-efficient Key-value store design to improve power efficiency. They present a multi-level multi-core cache design after exploring the trade-off between performance and power by leveraging different types of on-chip and onboard memories. It claims low latency (1.1µs on hit) and better throughput (13.1Mqps) at the cost of 10W additional power.

The work depicted in [47] proposes a methodology to construct a low-power database server for IoT middleware. The work uses Raspberry Pi, and MongoDB. It presents two designs: i) Non-data Copy Oriented method: The client sends a request to the master node. The Master node finds a data node matching the client request and sends it an activating signal. Then, the client node will send data to the master node. ii) Data copy oriented from data node to the master, where each data node periodically transfers data to the master node. Here, the master node should have ample storage.

6. Discussion and Future Directions. NoSQL systems are used widely for the development of web applications, data analytics, and IoT systems. NoSQLs have started taking place of RDBMSs to serve better scalability, availability, performance, and variety of data handling. This section describes gaps or limitations observed in related work done, future research directions, and challenges to do energy consumption research on NoSQL.

Benchmark consumption is the biggest issue for research in NoSQL. Despite the wide use of NoSQL, researchers could not find a suitable benchmark for NoSQL except YCSB [41]. YCSB framework provides a set of test cases combined by Insert, Read, Update and Scan operations [36], which could be adopted to measure the performance of NoSQL databases [10]. Still, these test cases only involve too simple database operations [34].

Table 6.1 describes benchmarks used to test the energy consumption of NoSQL. Most research on NoSQL uses YCSB and TPC benchmarks. TPC benchmarks are designed to test relational databases’ performance and are far away from NoSQL databases. For example, i) TPC-benchmark supports ACID, and NoSQL supports the BASE. ii) TPC-H contains complicated queries containing Join, Group, and Aggregate operations. While, many NoSQLs do not support explicit interfaces for Join, Group-by, and Aggregate operations. SSB is available to test the performance of the data warehouse, and SSB design is based on TPC-H only. Looking toward the distinct feature of NoSQL and relational databases, it is not preferred to apply any benchmark of the relational database to non-relational databases. In addition, every NoSQL also has different characteristics. Another problem is that most benchmarks available for databases are to test performance. TPC-Energy is a benchmark for a relational database, which allows examining the energy consumption of the servers [27]. Hence, it is
Table 6.1: Benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YCSB</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>TPC-H</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>TATP(OLTP) [21], SS(OLAP) [46]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Own</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adventure Data Warehouse [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[54]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cloudsuit [50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

required to design benchmarks to test NoSQL servers’ performance and energy consumption. Table 6.2 briefly describes other gaps or limitations observed in the literature survey and shows some future directions.

7. Conclusion. Despite the wide use of NoSQL and knowing NoSQL consumes more energy consumption, NoSQL is lagging for energy conserving optimization. Therefore, this article presents a comprehensive survey on energy consumption analysis for NoSQL databases. This paper classifies the analysis work as per NoSQL functional modules. This work collects results from different papers and generates various summaries in tables. It includes components consuming significant power, a list of NoSQL analyzed, a list of NoSQL functional modules analyzed for its EC, a list of query operations monitored, and query operations consuming high energy. Little effort is made to reduce the energy consumption of NoSQL, which is also presented here. Finally, the paper discusses gaps in the articles surveyed, summarizes recommendations from the articles, and directs future research scope toward conserving energy consumption of NoSQL systems.
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